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Context for VPL 
in the Features of 21st century learning

1. Learning is outcome based

2. Learning is formal, informal and non-formal

3. Learning is about linking my agency and the organisation’s 

affordance
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Validation of Prior Learning is about ….

- The glass is half-full

- Formal, non-formal and informal learning opportunities

- Linking prior & future learning outcomes

- Benefits for all: learners, education, labour market, society

	



What’s VPL?

Validation of Prior Learning is a process to help people get 
formal recognition for what they have learned through their 
experiences and for what they can do, know and understand.
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VPL is the integral process of ….

1. Raising awareness / information

2. Portfolio build-up

3. Assessment

4. Outcome (direct/indirect)

5. Embedding VPL in HR-policy

	



Purposes of VPL: bridging …

1. In general: transition to lifelong learning perspectives

2. Economical: employability

3. Social: social cohesion and empowerment

4. Educational: innovation of infrastructure & process
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Aims of VPL

1. Qualification

2. Employability

3. Empowerment

4. Personal development

5. Activate citizenship

6. Professionalisation/innovation

	



Procedures & instruments

VPL-procedure in place for:
- formally: job-seekers
- Informally: workers, low-skilled
- Very informally: CH-Q as portfolio-training

Instruments: quality-assured assessment, portfolio-
training

VPL = target-group specific (job-status, sector-
status)
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The partners in VPL

1. The learner

2. The employer, esp. HR-staff

3. Education partners (VET, HE, training providers)

4. Facilitators: authorities, social partners

5. Function of quality-assurance
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Institutionalization & legal basis

- formally in Education laws (WEB & WHH) for full 
VPL

- formally in sector-regulations for full VPL

- an informal right for a starting qualification for
access

- Quality-code for providers for quality-assurance
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The modes of VPL

1. Summative: assessment OF prior learning, linked to a 
specific qualification.

2. Formative: assessment FOR learning, linked to any standard

3. Reflective: self-assessment AS learning, linked to personal
values [personal standard setting]
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Responsibilities in VPL

Learner: a) raising awareness

b) self-management of competencies

Employer : c) facilitating self-management 

d) articulation of the need for

competencies

Education: e) access to learning

f)  customized, tailor-made learning
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4 models of VPL in the sector context

• an educational model for a certificate or qualification: 

formalising the function

• an update/upgrade model for determining training needs: 

enhancing the function

• a HRD model for matching employees’ competences to 

organisational aims: enhancing mobility between functions

• a lifelong learning-model for supporting personal development: 

autonomous learning in the organisation

	



Financial structure

Transition towards multi-stakeholdership:
1. National VPL for qualification as part of the 
learning path (funding integrated in learning by
means of learning vouchers or won funding
2. Sector-based VPL for certificates and HR as 
part of development and/or status paths, paif
dor by social partners and ‘myself’
3. In general, tax deduction of costs for VPL
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Critical success factors

- Moving from policy to practice

- Raising awareness (employees and employers)

- Portfolio build-up

- Linking qualifications and job-profiles

- Assuring quality of assessment

- Accepting ownership of each player in the process

- Flexibilizing (further) learning

- Professionalising staff (quality-assurance & HR-staff)
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Dutch example

- Bottom-up steered learning

- National Quality Code for VPL

- Partners in learning (social partners, government & 
education)

- Linkage of national, sector and local 
qualifications/certificates
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Thank you

Questions: 

RDU@CL3S.EU

	


